Issues
#

Project

Subject

Status

98661

openQA Infrastructure

Tweak worker numbers for openqaworker-arm-4 and arm-5

New

future

98243

openQA Infrastructure

salt-states-openqa pipeline/job "test-worker" fails because zypper reports an error
size:M

Rejected

Ready

97382

openQA Infrastructure

ARM automatic reboot pipeline does not fail if ipmitool fails size:S

Resolved

93138

openQA Infrastructure

openqa-reload-worker-auto-restart and openqa-worker-auto-restart fail if
numofworkers is reduced

New

88189

openQA Infrastructure

Firmware upgrade of qa-power8-4.qa.suse.de

Rejected

nicksinger

Ready

87979

openQA Infrastructure

Requirements for access to the openqa VM

Resolved

nicksinger

Ready

81198

openQA Infrastructure

[tracker-ticket] openqaworker-arm-{1..3} have network problems (cacheservice,
OSD reachability). IPv6 disabled for now

New

81058

openQA Infrastructure

[tracker-ticket] Power machines can't find installed OS. Automatic reboots
disabled for now

Resolved

okurz

Ready

80688

openQA Infrastructure

Upgrade IO firmware for powerqaworker-qam-1

Resolved

okurz

Ready

77995

openQA Infrastructure

worker instances on grenache-1 seem to fail (sometimes?) to connect to web-uis

Rejected

76876

openQA Infrastructure

Find a better (automated) way to inform infra about hanging (arm) workers

Resolved

cdywan

Ready

Related to #92176

76783

openQA Infrastructure

research how hostnames with systemd work and make them static for all OSD
related machines

Resolved

okurz

Ready

Related to #76786, Related
to #75445

75055

openQA Infrastructure

grenache-1 can't connect to webui's over IPv4 only

Resolved

nicksinger

Ready

Related to #73633, Related
to #75031

75019

openQA Project

s390 job via ppc64le worker incompletes on failure to connect to VNC due to "Use New
of uninitialized value $_[2] in substr at
/usr/lib/perl5/5.26.1/ppc64le-linux-thread-multi/IO/Handle.pm"

future

Related to #71236, Related
to #73525

73333

openQA Infrastructure

Failed systemd services alert (workers) flaky

Resolved

73228

openQA Infrastructure

[labs] Create guide for new machines (from the "customer perspective")

Workable

71908

openQA Infrastructure

[osd][alert] CPU usage alert (High IO wait on OSD)

Resolved

okurz

Ready

71635

openQA Infrastructure

[osd][alert] QA-Power8-4-kvm: CPU Usage alert - alert needs to be refined

Resolved

nicksinger

Ready

71590

openQA Infrastructure

[osd][alert] Implement proper monitoring of needed resources of workers

New

70909

openQA Infrastructure

salt CI jobs fail due to (now) missing python3 package

Resolved

okurz

Ready

70834

openQA Infrastructure

[alert] Refine I/O time alerts for OSD

Resolved

okurz

Ready

Related to #69667, Related
to #73165

69577

openQA Infrastructure

Handle installation of the new "Storage Server"

Resolved

nicksinger

Ready

Related to #44078, Related
to #66709, Related to
#93683, Copied to #88546,
Copied to #90629

2021-09-23

Assignee

dheidler

Target
version

Due date

Related issues
Related to #90275

Ready

Related to #97244

future

Related to #62441

future

Related to #81026
2021-04-16

Related to #80656, Related
to #80482, Related to
#81020, Related to #88474,
Related to #68053
Related to #68053
Is duplicate of #73633

okurz

Ready

2020-10-22

future

future
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#

Project

Subject

Status

Assignee

67381

openQA Infrastructure

Login on https://openqa.suse.de not possible (403 Forbidden)

Resolved

okurz

66709

openQA Infrastructure

Storage server for OSD and monitoring

Resolved

nicksinger

Ready

65975

openQA Infrastructure

Monitoring for "scheduled but not executed" (was: perl-Mojolicious-8.37 broke WS Resolved
connection for (some?) workers)

okurz

Ready

65130

openQA Infrastructure

Upgrade of firmware(s) for cloudberry (power9 machine)

Rejected

nicksinger

Ready

Related to #63142, Related
to #58325

63142

openQA Infrastructure

Upgrade firmware of ppc9 machine redcurrant

Rejected

nicksinger

Ready

Related to #65130, Related
to #76951

62372

openQA Infrastructure

Add grafana image-renderer plugin to salt

Resolved

nicksinger

60539

openQA Project

openQA remote-back-ends crashes with Xvnc >= 1.9.80

Resolved

mkittler

Done

Related to #39503, Related
to #28186, Copied to
#60758

58676

openQA Infrastructure

[tools] manage certificates by salt (pillars)

Resolved

nicksinger

58325

openQA Infrastructure

Update firmware of our powerKVM machines (QA-Power8-3, QA-Power8-4,
QA-Power8-5)

Rejected

okurz

54920

openQA Infrastructure

OSD update on 2019-07-31 (os-autoinst, openqa-worker, openqa-webui)

Resolved

nicksinger

Copied from #54608, Copied
to #55172

54608

openQA Infrastructure

OSD update on 2019-07-24 (os-autoinst, openqa-worker, openqa-webui)

Resolved

nicksinger

Copied from #54344, Copied
to #54920

54344

openQA Infrastructure

OSD update on 2019-07-17 (os-autoinst, openqa-worker, openqa-webui)

Resolved

nicksinger

Copied from #54005, Copied
to #54608

54005

openQA Infrastructure

OSD update on 2019-07-09 (os-autoinst, openqa-worker, openqa-webui)

Resolved

nicksinger

Copied from #52238, Copied
to #54344

53999

openQA Project

openqa-worker (isotovideo) dumps core / segfaults quite often on several workers Workable
and distributions for cancelled jobs

52238

openQA Infrastructure

OSD update on 2019-05-28 (os-autoinst, openqa-worker, openqa-webui)

Resolved

nicksinger

51836

openQA Infrastructure

Manage (parts) of s390p7 and s390p8 with salt

Feedback

mgriessmeier

51410

openQA Infrastructure

Enable automatic test deployment on o3 again once it is deployed with the newest Resolved
os-autoinst package

nicksinger

Related to #50951

51398

openQA Infrastructure

OSD update on 2019-05-13 (os-autoinst, openqa-worker, openqa-webui)

Resolved

nicksinger

Copied from #50942, Copied
to #52238

51395

openQA Infrastructure

Check and fix repos on malbec.arch.suse.de and QA-Power8-5-kvm.qa.suse.de

Resolved

nicksinger

Follows #50942

50951

openQA Infrastructure

Enable transactional updates on all o3 workers again once OBS published the
most recent os-autoinst version

Resolved

nicksinger

Related to #51410

2021-09-23

Target
version

Due date

Related issues

Related to #64746, Related
to #69577, Related to
#93683
2020-10-07

Has duplicate #68236

Copied from #37644
future

future

Related to #65130

Related to #58379, Related
to #59926, Related to
#60443
Related to #52244, Copied
from #51398, Copied to
#54005

future

Related to #51833
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#

Project

Subject

Status

Assignee

50942

openQA Infrastructure

OSD update on 2019-04-30 (os-autoinst, openqa-worker, openqa-webui)

Resolved

nicksinger

Precedes #51395, Copied
from #50489, Copied to
#51398

50489

openQA Infrastructure

OSD update on 2019-04-17 (os-autoinst, openqa-worker, openqa-webui)

Resolved

nicksinger

Copied from #49667, Copied
to #50942

49886

openQA Project

Foreign key violation for limit_assets minion job on OSD

Resolved

kraih

49694

openQA Infrastructure

openqaworker7 lost one NVMe

Resolved

okurz

49667

openQA Infrastructure

OSD update on 2019-03-26 (os-autoinst, openqa-worker, openqa-webui)

Resolved

nicksinger

Copied from #48818, Copied
to #50489

48818

openQA Infrastructure

OSD update on 2019-03-07 (os-autoinst, openqa-worker, openqa-webui)

Resolved

nicksinger

Copied from #48509, Copied
to #49667

48509

openQA Infrastructure

OSD update on 2019-02-28 (os-autoinst, openqa-worker, openqa-webui)

Resolved

nicksinger

Copied from #46538, Copied
to #48818

46538

openQA Infrastructure

OSD update on 2019-01-23 (os-autoinst, openqa-worker, openqa-webui)

Resolved

nicksinger

Copied to #48509

44750

openQA Infrastructure

Enlarge disk-space of grenache-1

Resolved

nicksinger

Related to #44498

43970

openQA Infrastructure

o3 webui update on 2018-11-19

Resolved

okurz

Related to #44060

42920

openQA Infrastructure

Gitlab user gets blocked: Try out gitlab deployment tokens for openQA

Resolved

nicksinger

Related to #38747, Related
to #35290, Related to
#12128, Related to #75067,
Related to #89047

42182

openQA Project

openQA-worker package doesn't ship necessary folder (/var/lib/openqa/share)

Resolved

SLindoMansilla

Related to #32632

41519

openQA Tests

[sle][qam] test fails in firefox - firefox_clean matches before firefox is loaded

Resolved

dzedro

41504

openQA Project

[s390x][functional][u] test fails in svirt_upload_assets - adjust backend to use keys Resolved
instead of passwords - "evil sleep"

jorauch

Milestone 20

2018-10-23

41153

openQA Tests

[functional][y][easy][fast] adapt test "partitioning_full_lvm" to handle new warning

Resolved

mloviska

Milestone 19

2018-09-25

41144

openQA Tests

[functional][u][hyperv] test fails in bootloader_hyperv - The operation cannot be
performed while the object is in use.

Resolved

michalnowak

future

41138

openQA Tests

[sle][functional][u][fast] test fails in bootloader - openQA can't confirm kernel
options

Rejected

zluo

Milestone 19

2018-09-25

40775

openQA Tests

[sle][functional][u][fast] test fails in bootloader - adjustments for new qemu version Resolved
needed

zluo

Milestone 19

2018-09-25

40664

openQA Tests

[functional][y] test fails in yast2_network_setup - openQA fails to apply
workaround for boo#1092845

Resolved

agraul

Milestone 19

2018-09-25

40394

openQA Tests

[sle][functional][u][medium] test fails in mdadm because system is under heavy IO Resolved
load

oorlov

Milestone 19

2018-09-25

39200

openQA Tests

[functional][u] Change colour depth of product VNC from 16 to 24

SLindoMansilla

future

2021-09-23

Rejected

Target
version

Due date

Ready

Related issues

Related to #19238, Related
to #64685, Related to
#77011

Related to #42668, Blocks
#42029

Is duplicate of #40670
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#

Project

Subject

Status

Assignee

38747

openQA Tests

[tools] Needles from the OSD web editor do not get pushed to gitlab any longer

Resolved

okurz

38732

openQA Tests

[sle][functional][y] test fails in addon_products_sle - Add hint to test if ADDONURL Resolved
isn't set

mloviska

Milestone 19

2018-09-11

Related to #38453

38711

openQA Tests

[functional][sle15][y] test fails in welcome - shortcut for product changed

Resolved

JERiveraMoya

Milestone 18

2018-08-28

Related to #39797

38426

openQA Tests

[sle][functional][y][fast] test fails in yast2_snapper_ncurses - var subvolume
selected instead of root subvolume

Resolved

mloviska

Milestone 18

2018-08-14

37985

openQA Tests

[functional][y][hard] Make installation_overview page processing consistent
(installation_overview and installation_overview_before are either unified or serve
single purpose)

Resolved

ybonatakis

Milestone 25

2019-04-09

37785

openQA Tests

[functional][s390x][u] test fails in start_install - maybe disable stall detection?

Rejected

37782

openQA Tests

[kernel][functional][u][medium] test fails in execute_test_run because it cannot
handle broken pipes

Resolved

37770

openQA Project

Test "rescue_system_sle11sp4" cannot access needed assets

Resolved

37622

openQA Infrastructure

[labs] Create guide for new machines (from the "customer perspective")

Rejected

nicksinger

37114

openQA Tests

[functional][y][epic] Enable automated testing of "public cloud providers" (PCM)
explicitly

Resolved

okurz

Milestone 22

37084

openQA Tests

[functional][u] test fails in reboot_gnome because it accepts empty user selections Rejected

mgriessmeier

future

36754

openQA Tests

[qe-core][functional][systemd][medium] test fails in systemd_testsuite - needs
further investigation

Resolved

SLindoMansilla

future

Related to #34996, Related
to #32563, Related to
#44150, Related to #25248,
Related to #45158, Related
to #44468, Has duplicate
#43826, Blocked by #33202

36739

openQA Tests

[functional][y][smt] SMT server needs to be updated. Mirror for SLES15-Updates
and SLES15-Pool is missing

Rejected

riafarov

future

Has duplicate #36742

36733

openQA Tests

[functional][s390x][y][medium] test fails sporadically in scc_registration

Resolved

riafarov

Milestone 17

2018-06-19

36580

openQA Tests

[functional][y][medium] stress test fails: undefined HASH value in
ctcs2_to_junit.pm

Resolved

riafarov

Milestone 17

2018-06-19

36316

openQA Project

IPMI backend only renders a black screen with
openQA-worker-4.5.1526033850.1ad9148d-79.1

Rejected

35976

openQA Tests

[sle][functional][hard] Fix loewe.arch.suse.de

Resolved

nicksinger

35206

openQA Project

Needle selection disfunctional on screenshots without tags

Resolved

mkittler

34783

openQA Project

Don't let jobs incomplete if mandatory resources are missing

Resolved

mkittler

34555

openQA Project

"openqa/script/client assets get" does not work (anymore?)

Rejected

2021-09-23

yosun

Target
version

Due date

Related issues
Related to #42920

Related to #40331, Copied
to #50180

future

Related to #52763

future

Related to #34012
Has duplicate #37767

2018-09-25

Related to #37531

Related to #31375

Done
Related to #33946, Related
to #28328, Related to
#12180, Related to #46742,
Related to #62420, Copied
to #63919
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#

Project

Subject

33808

openQA Tests

33697

Assignee

Target
version

Due date

Related issues

[sled][functional][rsync.pl][easy] test fails in addon_products_sle because we don't Resolved
sync the WE license

riafarov

Milestone 15

2018-04-10

Related to #34060, Related
to #34063

openQA Project

[tools][hard][pvm] Enable the powerVM backend to conduct multimachine tests

Resolved

okurz

future

33682

QA

[sle][functional][s390-kvm][hard][u] Create a useful documentation for the
automated LPAR setup/qnipl

Resolved

mgriessmeier

Milestone 18

33388

openQA Tests

[functional][u][easy][pvm] Implement proper split from other backends

Resolved

mgriessmeier

Milestone 25

Related to #38486, Related
to #38423, Blocked by
#21838, Blocks #41546,
Precedes #45008

33376

openQA Tests

[sle][functional][ppc64le][easy][u] test fails in kdump_and_crash - kdumptool gets
killed by OOM

Resolved

zluo

Milestone 22

Related to #33199, Copied
to #47960

33361

openQA Tests

[sle][functional][hyperv][fast] test fails in bootloader_hyperv

Resolved

michalnowak

Milestone 15

33340

openQA Tests

[tools][functional][u][medium][pvm] Enable graphical installation for the powerVM
backend

Resolved

mgriessmeier

Milestone 22

33337

openQA Project

[tools][functional][medium][pvm][u] Implement proper handling of reconnects

Resolved

dheidler

Milestone 18

2018-07-31

Blocks #21838

33064

openQA Tests

[functional][u][hyperv][hard] svirt-hyperv tests loose key presses. Related to
FreeRDP update?

Resolved

oorlov

Milestone 15

2018-04-24

Related to #32608, Related
to #28669, Related to
#26094, Related to #10206,
Related to #32932, Related
to #32926, Related to
#32929, Related to #33619

32602

openQA Project

HDD upload fails with 502: Proxy Error

Resolved

EDiGiacinto

Done

32437

openQA Project

[tools][functional][8h][u][easy] Play around with the PowerVM backend

Resolved

nicksinger

Milestone 15

2018-03-27

Related to #21838

32284

openQA Project

Test incompletes because the publishing of the HDD fails

Resolved

31963

openQA Tests

[functional][ha][yast][fast][easy] test fails in addon_products_sle after softfail
(bsc#1057223) got fixed. Cannot handle "License Agreement"-screen

Resolved

okurz

Milestone 14

31780

openQA Tests

[sle][functional][smt] salt test fails because of outdated package on the SMT

Resolved

JWSun

Milestone 16

31603

openQA Tests

[functional][medium] xen-pv tests do not register against proxy-scc

Resolved

riafarov

Milestone 14

31591

openQA Tests

[tools]openqaworker-arm-2 unreliable in downloading assets - sync of tests fails
with Failed to rsync tests: exit 139

Resolved

31369

openQA Tests

[sle][functional][fast]test fails in boot_to_desktop - find replacement for SLES-12
image

Resolved

mitiao

31198

openQA Project

Multi area needles: support needle-checks relative to previous matches

Resolved

nicksinger

30646

openQA Tests

[s390x][functional][fast][hard] Investigate why stress-tests fail starting with build
422.1

Resolved

30637

openQA Tests

[sle][functional][medium] adapt *activate_existing* tests to storage_ng

Resolved

2021-09-23

Status

Related to #37372, Follows
#21838
2018-08-28

2018-03-27
Related to #21838, Blocked
by #39785, Copied to
#37372

Is duplicate of #17788
2018-03-13

Related to #30343

2018-03-13

Related to #31735
Related to #31576

Milestone 14

2018-02-13

mgriessmeier

Milestone 14

2018-02-13

zluo

Milestone 14

2018-02-13

Blocked by #28510
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#

Project

Subject

Status

Assignee

Target
version

Due date

Related issues

30613

openQA Project

[functional][y][hard] script_output might include extra serial output

Resolved

riafarov

Milestone 18

2018-08-28

Related to #26112, Related
to #29646, Related to
#26108, Related to #33958,
Related to #29637, Related
to #37027, Related to
#38480, Related to #39665,
Blocks #38417

29980

openQA Project

[tools][infrastructure] Raise iostat_openqa thresholds for the icinga monitoring

Resolved

nicksinger

29945

openQA Tests

[sle][functional][y][easy] Check releasenotes_origin on s390x

Rejected

okurz

future

2019-03-26

29399

openQA Project

Escape function parameter before logging them

Resolved

tinita

Current
Sprint

Copied to #63808

29289

openQA Project

Improve handling of needle deprecation and deletion

Workable

future

Related to #34549

28976

qe-yast

Add test releasenotes_origin properly for s390x zkvm

New

future

27925

openQA Tests

[Tumbleweed][infrastructure] test fails in nfs_client - rpcinfo times out in
connection to openqa.opensuse.org

Rejected

27256

openQA Tests

[sle][functional] Adjust cryptlvm_minimal_x to expect IceWM instead of Gnome

Resolved

okurz

Milestone 13

27108

openQA Tests

[sle][functional][ipmi][hard] test fails in qa_net_boot_from_hdd - No SOL updates
anymore after installation

Resolved

SLindoMansilla

Milestone 13

26948

openQA Tests

[sle][functional][ipmi][hard] Adjust boot_from_pxe to sanely handle multiple
network interfaces

Resolved

SLindoMansilla

Milestone 14

26080

openQA Tests

[sle][functional] zypper_lifecycle fails because of (maybe?) broken regex

Resolved

mgriessmeier

26076

openQA Tests

[functional][sle] test times out in svirt_upload_assets

Resolved

zluo

Milestone 13

26044

openQA Tests

[functional][sle][s390x][u][infrastructure][sporadic][hard] test fails in
bootloader_zkvm because IPs could be duplicate when jobs are started at the
same time

Resolved

mgriessmeier

25924

openQA Infrastructure

[infrastructure][tools] Install the new openQA x86 workers

Resolved

25720

openQA Tests

[sle][functional] test fails in installation of gcc5 because of wrong repository

Rejected

25716

openQA Tests

[sle][functional][demo][hard] different test-modules fail because of "unexpected
token" in the script

Resolved

riafarov

25566

openQA Tests

[sle][functional] test fails in addon_products_via_SCC_yast2 because of wrong
window focus

Resolved

nicksinger

25558

openQA Tests

[sle][functional] test zypper_ref fails because suse.de is unresolvable

Resolved

nicksinger

Milestone 11

2017-10-11

25388

openQA Tests

[sle][functional][sle15][aarch64]test fails in grub_test

Resolved

JERiveraMoya

Milestone 11

2017-11-08

Related to #25376, Has
duplicate #25472, Blocked
by #25658

23774

openQA Tests

[sle][functional][ipmi] Improve stability of gnome@64bit-ipmi (especially after
reboot)

Rejected

Milestone 14

2018-03-13

Related to #23724

2021-09-23

2018-01-30

Related to #26948, Has
duplicate #30709, Blocks
#25510
Related to #23514, Related
to #27108, Blocked by
#32146

2017-11-22

Related to #26112

Milestone 17

2018-06-19

Related to #36745

Milestone 12

2017-11-22

Related to #26112, Has
duplicate #27823

2017-11-08

Related to #27064

Is duplicate of #25380
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Project

Subject

Status

Assignee

23724

openQA Tests

[infrastructure][ipmi] openQA is unable to reconnect to quinn (openQA ipmi
worker)

Resolved

nicksinger

23722

openQA Tests

[sle][functional][sle15] Update autoyast profiles to be compatible with SLE15

Resolved

riafarov

23536

openQA Project

[tools] org.freedesktop.DBus.Error.NoReply: Did not receive a reply. appreas
regularly in openQA logs

Resolved

21836

openQA Project

[tools][sprint 201709.1] Many "A message received from unknown worker
connection" log entries on openqa.suse.de

Resolved

20392

openQA Project

[tools] Setup of an openQA staging VM

Resolved

20346

openQA Tests

[functional][sles] test fails because missing library check takes to long

Resolved

SLindoMansilla

19544

openQA Project

[tools] Checksum/size comparison of autoinst.xml FAILED

Resolved

EDiGiacinto

19536

openQA Tests

[sle][functional] Test fails in apache_ssl because it takes to long to find a suitable
prime number

Rejected

19530

openQA Tests

[s390][functional] consoletest_setup types password to early

Rejected

mgriessmeier

19526

openQA Project

[tools] Tests incomplete if asset download fails even the first time

Resolved

szarate

19266

openQA Tests

[functional][sle][ppc64le] search in select_patterns_and_packages cause of not
released alt key

Rejected

riafarov

Is duplicate of #19414

19264

openQA Tests

[functional][s390] test fails in reconnect_s390 because of missing serial output

Resolved

19262

openQA Tests

[functional][s390] openQA fails to reconnect to SUT after reboot

Resolved

okurz

Is duplicate of #18890,
Blocks #16488

19252

openQA Tests

[tools] SUT is to fast for wait_boot at initial startup (SLOF on QA-Power8 related?) Resolved

19156

openQA Project

"isotovideo failed" on aarch64 - no obvious reason, no more information in logs

Closed

19150

openQA Project

[tools] Can't close(GLOB(0x6ba94b8)) filehandle: 'No child processes'

Resolved

RBrownSUSE

Milestone 8

19146

openQA Tests

[sporadic] test fails in zypper_in while connecting

Rejected

nicksinger

Milestone 14

19140

openQA Infrastructure

openqaworker3's workload is too high

Rejected

okurz

18978

openQA Tests

[functional][sles] test fails to set bootloader params on ppc

Resolved

riafarov

18976

openQA Tests

test fails in hostname_inst post-fail-hook because of "missing" needle

Resolved

nicksinger

18974

openQA Tests

[functional][sles] Console login on ppc64le does not work with
VIRTIO_CONSOLE=1

Resolved

nicksinger

18972

openQA Tests

[functional][sles] test fails in apache_nss because of missing keys

Resolved

18596

openQA Infrastructure

Enable serial output of the workers in GRUB

Resolved

coolo

18418

openQA Tests

[tools]missing key observed on 64bit-ipmi

Resolved

RBrownSUSE

18414

openQA Tests

[sles][functional] C/Cpp compilation relying on LTP seems very unstable

Resolved

18398

openQA Tests

[sles][functional] extra_tests_in_textmode_ppc times out after 2h

Resolved

2021-09-23

Target
version

Due date

Related issues
Related to #20220, Related
to #23774

Milestone 12

2017-12-19

EDiGiacinto

Related to #18602, Is
duplicate of #23736

Related to #19424, Related
to #20544

Related to #30352
Has duplicate #17396
Is duplicate of #19486
Milestone 8

Copied from #19436

Related to #19194

2018-02-27
Related to #14072

Related to #18970

Milestone 13

Has duplicate #18614,
Copied from #18206
Related to #17768
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#

Project

Subject

Status

18314

openQA Project

[tools] libpng error: Write Error

Resolved

18234

openQA Tests

[tools][zkvm] test fails to rightclick in reboot_gnome

Rejected

riafarov

Related to #10642, Related
to #12758

18164

openQA Infrastructure

[devops][tools] monitoring of openqa worker instances

Resolved

nicksinger

Related to #19564, Related
to #12912, Related to
#28355, Related to #35290,
Related to #40583, Related
to #41189

18162

openQA Tests

[tools][openqa-monitoring] START_AFTER_TEST not found

Resolved

18142

openQA Infrastructure

[labs] Create wiki with up to date information (linklist included)

Resolved

nicksinger

Ready

18076

openQA Project

[tools][openqa-monitoring] no products found, retrying version wildcard

Resolved

mkittler

Current
Sprint

18052

openQA Project

[tools][openqa-monitoring] Error on AMQP channel received: Failed closing
channel: Unknown channel id received: 1

Rejected

18048

openQA Project

[tools][openqa-monitoring] AMQP connection closed

Resolved

17998

openQA Project

[tools] "No space left on device" on openqaworker7

Rejected

szarate

17994

openQA Tests

[sles][functional] test fails to send "alt+o" for reboot

Resolved

okurz

17992

openQA Tests

[sles][functional] needle missing for root-console

Resolved

okurz

17990

openQA Tests

[sles][functional] test fails in start_install because it's to fast

Resolved

17988

openQA Project

[tools] upload_logs cannot connect to worker

Closed

17986

openQA Tests

[sles][functional] test fails to switch to details view in start_install

Resolved

nicksinger

17958

openQA Tests

[tools] test fails in scc_registration (cannot reach proxy)

Rejected

okurz

17956

openQA Tests

[sles][functional] test fails in command_not_found

Rejected

17952

openQA Tests

[sles][functional] test x86_64-zdup-Leap-42.1-kde times out after 2 hours

Resolved

17916

openQA Project

[tools] openqa-worker produces an 503 error right after startup

Closed

17770

openQA Tests

[sle][functional] test fails in yast2_lan because of timeout

Rejected

17768

openQA Tests

[sle][functional] extra_tests_in_textmode take too long

Resolved

17620

openQA Project

AppArmor prevents openqa-webui startup on tumbleweed

Resolved

cwh

17506

openQA Tests

test fails in first_boot sporadically

Resolved

michalnowak

17496

openQA Project

Tests get obsolete even if the build is flagged as important

Resolved

AdamWill

17408

openQA Project

Webinterface does not show any information when a worker fails to write to disk

Rejected

2021-09-23

Assignee

Target
version

Due date

Related issues
Related to #17986

Copied to #19730

Copied to #29481
Milestone 7

Related to #17574

Related to #18314

Related to #19398

Related to #18398

Related to #17218, Related
to #14972, Related to
#27120
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